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In this issue, Jim Andrews, in addition to the usual Chairman’s Jottings, expands upon the 

‘mad metric’ bolts we find in our engines, appeals to VA owners to report the markings on 

their engines and announces the winners of two of our annual awards (which should come as 

a surprise to the recipients!).  Peter Cook also tells us of a nice article published in France 

about SVW engines, much of which we know, but it’s always nice to see international SVW 

exposure.  Stuart Cleaver provides a photo of his VA Tickford brought back from the USA 

after languishing some 42 years.  Finally, Ed Jonas tells us about the SA Saloon that’s been in 

his family from new, spending much of its life in various museums! 

 

I’ve been having running problems with my VA Tourer; I don’t have enough space here but 

have documented it on our Facebook group, where we now have 181 members.  There has 

been lots of other interesting activity there as well as on the MGSVW Groups.io email group.  

You should belong to at least one of these as they’re a fantastic resource for everything SVW. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Register Chairman’s Jottings 
In my last Jottings in the March edition I was contemplating which events to participate in this year. 

What a change this dreadful Covid-19 has caused, all events cancelled and very little use of our cars; 

both my VA and MGC GT have effectively remained in hibernation. 

 

With the postponement of our SVW Register annual event to next year we have lost the opportunity to 

pleasantly surprise the winners of our awards during the evening gala dinner. 

To try and maintain that pleasant surprise element, I list the winners below and I give them all my 

personal congratulations. 

 

The Frances Adam Award for exceptional services to the Register is awarded to Gary and Perm 

Perry for the outstanding work they did in upgrading the Register website. The SVW Register 

committee gave Gary and Perm an outline brief of the requirements of the upgrade. We were all taken 

aback, as hopefully you all have been, with the superb result, far exceeding our expectations and a 

credit to them both and the SVW Register. 

 

The David Washbourne Award for the most significant contribution to the SVW Review, as judged 

by the editor, is made to Des Wakeman for his articles concerning his restoration of his VA Tickford, 

plus its past history when owned by his friend Desmond George West. 

 

The Peter Ratcliiffe Trophy will, for the first time in its history, not be awarded this year as, due to 

Covid-19, we will not be having a gathering of members with their cars this year.   

 

We now have the logistics issue of getting the awards to the winners and hopefully we can all 

acknowledge their success and collectively congratulate them at next year’s dinner.  

 

VA Engine Information Request 
As a follow up to my article on VA Wet and Dry Clutch engines that appeared in this year’s SVW 

Review and on our website, I’m researching the engine block casting numbers used on the VA as well 

as the Morris 12 and Wolseley 12. The engine blocks are virtually identical in appearance and their 

actual identification is further compounded if a replacement engine supplied by Morris Motors is 

fitted. To assist me in this research I would be grateful if VA owners could advise me of the following 

details of their car engines, plus any spare engines – Engine Type and Number (by exhaust down 

pipe), Casting Date (below dynamo), Casting Number (by oil filter), if it has MG, MOWOG, and/or a 

diamond casting mark (oil filter side). Please email me at jimrhoda@btinternet.com.  Thanking you in 

anticipation. 

 

Happy SVW ownership. 
Jim Andrews 

 



Nuts and Bolts Used On SVW Engines 
Over the years there have been many articles written on the issues relating to obtaining the 

correct replacement nuts and bolts for the engine and gearboxes fitted to our SVW cars. I 

therefore thought it prudent to produce a summary of the issues for the benefit of our newer 

members. 

 

You may think that if a BSF spanner fits a bolt on your engine then the thread on the bolt is 

BSF; unfortunately this is not the case as our engines and gearboxes have old French 

Standard Metric threads on imperial-headed bolts, often called mad metric nuts and bolts. 

Why is this you may ask? Well it goes back to 1915 when the French firm, Hotchkiss, 

relocated to Coventry due to the advancing Germans during the First World War. After the 

war they started to make engines for William Morris and others. In 1923 William Morris 

bought out Hotchkiss to manufacture only his engines. Unfortunately for us he did not take 

the opportunity to convert to British Standard threads (probable due to the expense of re-

tooling the thread cutting machinery). He did however adopt a very British compromise in 

having the nuts and bolts produced from imperial sized hexagonal steel so that British size 

spanners fitted the nuts and bolts. 

 

As you may know, our MG Engines and gearboxes were built and supplied by Morris 

Motors. The last MG to use these ‘Mad Metric’ threads was the 1955 MG TF, after which 

MG engines had UNF and UNC threads. 

 

As a result of this non-British standard thread on our engines it is not uncommon to now find 

some incorrectly threaded bolts fitted or the holes re-threaded for replacement bolts, which is 

quite understandable if you, or past owners, did not know that our engines were manufactured 

with these mad metric nuts and bolts. A further complication is that the thread profile may 

differ as well as the Threads Per Inch (TPI), hence the easily obtainable (and often supplied 

as ‘will fit’) ½ inch UNF bolt will tighten up into the engine block, but it can be the threads 

tightening up, not necessarily the faces being clamped together, resulting in gasket leakage.  

If your 5/16 spanner does not fit the nut or bolt correctly it is an indication that the bolt is not 

the original. Because of the possibility that some bolts may have been changed or the thread 

re-tapped, it’s good practice to label the individual nuts and bolts when stripping the engine 

so you replace them in the exact same positions, thereby eliminating damaging a second 

thread. A further check is to ensure that the bolt screws fully into the block before fitting the 

component being secured. All the other nuts and bolts on our cars for the chassis and body 

are standard BSF. 

 

If you require new replacement nuts and bolts the specialist T Type suppliers are possible 

sources. 

 

Comparison table of the most common 5/16 bolts fitted to engines  
Size 5/16 

MG 

5/16 

BSF 

5/16 

BSW 

8mm 

ISO F 

8mm 

ISO C 

5/16 

UNF 

5/16 

UNC 

Diameter (inches) 0.3150 0.3125 0.3125 0.3150 0.3150 0.3125 0.3125 

Diameter (mm) 8 7.9375 7.9375 8 8 7.9375 7.9375 

Threads per Inch (TPI) 25.4 22 18 25 20.3 24 18 

 

Note: the above table was corrected in the October edition, this is the corrected table. 

MG = BSF Spanner size with old French Standard Metric threads 

BSF = British Standard Fine 

BSW = British Standard Whitworth 

ISO F = International Standard Organisation Fine (Metric) 

ISO C = International Standard Organisation Corse (Metric) 

UNF = Unified National Fine (also known as American National Fine ANF) 

UNC = Unified National Corse (also known as American National Corse ANC) 

Jim Andrews 



 

HERITAGE, Le Magazine du MG Club de France 
Coincidentally, Peter Cook (MGCC Overseas Director) contacted us about an article in this 

French MG magazine (May 2020) entitled Histoire de Moteurs – Les Moteurs Morris 4 et 

6 Cylindres Des MG S-V-W, which I’m sure needs no translation. Peter did, however, 

provide a full translation, which gives an in-depth history of our engines. Some of this is 

included in Jim’s item above, but below are a few snippets taken from the magazine article 

and I’ve included images of the article, too small to read I’m afraid as it would take up too 

much space, but they show the layout and  nice images used. 

 

From Hotchkiss To MG 
This company, specializing in light machine guns and cannons, had never produced 

automobile engines before the end of the First War, when Sir William Morris asked them in 

1918 to produce combustion engines based on an American design. Although production of 

these engines at Coventry exclusively for Morris continued to increase, in 1922 Hotchkiss 

refused to invest more capital in England and preferred to benefit its activities in France. As 

production at that time could not exceed the threshold of 300 motors per week, Sir William 

Morris decided to buy the factory which became Morris Engines Ltd.  

 

MG SA: used a 6-cylinder engine with side camshaft and rocker arms, more conventional 

than the original Wolseley 4 cylinders with overhead camshaft. It was part of a whole family 

of 4 and 6 cylinder engines with displacements from 1140cc to 2561cc, of which only some 

were used in MGs. This engine was of considerable height, so the twin SU carburettors were 

placed horizontally to allow the mounting of a sufficiently low bonnet. The clutch was in an 

oil bath. It had coil ignition and the cooling was by a thermo siphon assisted by a circulation 

pump.  The side camshaft controlled vertical valves through tappets, pushrods and rocker 

arms. The pistons initially had 4 segments - and later 3 - positioned above the piston pin. 

 

MG VA: this 4 cylinder was of the same design as the 6 but with a modification concerning 

the shaft line; a balanced crankshaft with revised bearings was introduced during production, 

replacing the white metal bearings. This engine also had a bore and stroke identical to the last 

evolution of the 6-cylinder of the SA. It was fitted with two 1.25-inch vertical SU 

carburettors.  In parallel with the evolution of the crankshaft, the wet clutch mounted on the 

first VAs was replaced by a dry clutch.  Subsequently, a version with a displacement of 

1707cc (73mm bore) and two 1.5-inch SU carburettors was introduced, increasing 

performance. This engine was offered only for police VAs and was also fitted to Cecil 

Kimber's personal VA. (Note: the police spec. was offered too close to the beginning of 

WW2, so was only fitted to one prototype using the standard H3 carbs – Ed). 

 

               
 



MG WA: The third model that used this family of 6-cylinder engines was the MG "2.6 litres" 

or WA. This version benefited from the latest evolutions of the 4-cylinder engine, with the 

balanced crankshaft mounted on bearings and of a displacement of 2561cc with a 

compression ratio increased to 7.25: 1. Other novelties appeared on this engine, such as a 

modification of the lubrication circuit with a coil placed in the cooling system, which allowed 

a faster rise in temperature and better cooling at temperature. This engine was equipped with 

twin SU carburettors installed vertically and was also the first engine of the MG brand to be 

mounted on silentblocs. 

Translated and Sent by Peter Cook 

 

VA2106 Restoration 
Stuart Cleaver visited me in July to pick up some gaskets for his VA Tickford.   The car had 

been stored in a warehouse in Illinois for some 42 years alongside many other old MGs, 

mostly MGAs.  Stuart said “I bought the car in July last year without having seen it or spoken 

directly to the owner (there’s one born every minute!).  After many strange email exchanges, 

the car was finally shipped and arrived in Southampton just before Christmas 2019”.   

 

 

 
VA2106 arrives in UK from USA (Stuart Cleaver) 

 

The VA is being professionally restored in Hampshire.  Stuart went on to say “The aim is to 

have her complete and running by Easter 2021.  She will remain “cream cracker” in colour 

and will be named Dorothy May after my mother, who was born in 1904, so would have been 

in her thirties when the car first ran”. 

 

The photo is of its arrival in the UK.  Some parts are missing, but good progress is already 

being made and we look forward to hearing more about this car as it progresses.   

Paul Campbell 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SA Saloon – One Family From New! 
Last month I published two photos of this magnificent black SA (chassis 2002, reg. DFY 34) 

and promised to tell you more this month.  The owner, Ed Jonas, wrote to me with some 

touching history as follows: 

 

“My Great Aunt Rene, who bought the car new from Automotors in Southport (where she 

lived), was very good at keeping things, as were my Dad and Mum who were given the car 

by her back in the 1960s.  Dad recalled that nobody wanted these old, slow cars back then but 

he always thought it had been beautifully made so he kept it in his garage and then lent it to 

the Myreton Motor Museum in East Lothian for a period of time, followed by a spell at the 

Doune Museum. My Mum then held on to the car at her house for many years, then gave it to 

me.  I didn’t have a house with a garage for many years so I lent the car to the Betwys-y-

Coed museum and then latterly to the museum at Llangollen. Eventually, I got a house with a 

garage and I am so pleased to have the car under my roof at last. 

 

 

 
SA2002 near home in Cheshire (Martin Williamson) 

 

The SA is pretty much original.  I had to have it rewired a few years ago because the fabric 

insulation had become unsafe and of course the radiator and brakes have had to be 

refurbished.  The carpets were very old and had to go.  However most of the paintwork is 

original, as is the leather interior and even the spare tyre is the factory-supplied original, 

complete with the small spikes where the rubber was injected into the mould still present.  

The clear sticker on the rev. counter that shows the maximum recommended running in 

speeds is still present”.  

 

We rarely come across such original, one family cars, which provide a template for our own 

restorations. As such, I plan to produce a larger article with Ed that will hopefully do the car 

justice, probably for the 2021 edition of The SVW Review. 

 

 



 
SA2002 showing original sticker on rev. counter and patinated finish (Martin Williamson) 

 

Hopefully you’re all riding out the pandemic and the consequent restrictions and looking 

forward to when we can use our cars more extensively and get together again. 


